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[1] Mantle plumes are expected to be affected by large-scale flow in the Earth’s mantle related to plate
motions, subducted slabs, and possibly large-scale upwellings. Motion of plume conduits will depend on
both large-scale flow and buoyant rising speed of the conduit through the mantle. Here we present a model
of depth-dependent plume conduit temperature, viscosity, radius, and buoyant rising speed and use it to
compute plume and hot spot motion. Results support a temperature anomaly of about 500 K at the plume
base. In this case, sublithospheric temperature anomaly is about 150 K for the Iceland plume; transition
zone anomaly is between 150 and 200 K for Iceland, about 250 K for Samoa, and about 300 K for Hawaii.
Thermal plume radii are about 100 km in the upper mantle, increasing to about 200 km in the lower
mantle. Beneath the lithosphere, viscosity in the vicinity of plumes is substantially reduced compared to
the underlying mantle, and fast-moving plates deflect plumes by 200 km or less, corresponding to a plume
conduit buoyant rise time of about 3 Myr between 400 and 100 km depth, where most of the shear flow
due to plate motions occurs. During 100 Myr, plume conduits rise buoyantly from about 1500–2000 km
depth. In many cases, computed hot spot motion agrees with previous computations: south-southeastward
motion of the Hawaiian hot spot during the past 100 Myr, Louisville hot spot motion in a similar direction
but at slower speed during the past 50 Myr, and westward motion of the Easter hot spot relative to Hawaii
and Louisville. However, the previously computed substantial southward motion of the Kerguelen hot spot
is not confirmed. If plume sources in the lowermost mantle are assumed to move with large-scale flow,
they are predicted to be displaced toward the two large-scale upwellings beneath Africa and the Pacific
relative to hot spot surface locations. For fixed sources, predicted tilts of the lower part of conduits tend to
be opposite to that.
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1. Introduction

[2] Hot spots are locations of intraplate volcanism,
such as Hawaii, or especially vigorous volcanism
along plate boundaries, such as Iceland, and are
often used as reference points for absolute plate
motions [Morgan, 1972]. A common reference
frame is needed in order to understand the dynam-
ical links between plate motions and processes in
the deeper mantle. Furthermore, in cases where
relative plate motions are otherwise not well con-
strained (e.g., between the Pacific and African
hemisphere prior to about 47 Ma) a suitable
‘‘absolute’’ reference frame can also help to im-
prove relative plate motion models [Steinberger et
al., 2004].

[3] Hot spots are often considered to be fixed
relative to each other, and with respect to the
underlying mantle. However, the arguably most
widely accepted explanation for their origin is that
they are the surface expression of deep, narrow,
mantle upwellings, so-called plumes [Morgan,
1972], and if plume conduits are embedded in a
convecting mantle, they should also move. More-
over, there is observational evidence for such
motion [Tarduno et al., 2003]. A model of hot
spot motion is therefore necessary for devising a
suitable reference frame. The model should be able
to explain observations where they exist and make
predictions where they do not. Ultimately whether
or not a model of hot spot motion, based on the
assumption of deep mantle plumes, is successful in
explaining observations, and whether or not pre-
dictions of the model can be confirmed by future
observations, will help to assess whether the con-
cept of deep mantle plumes as the origin of hot
spots is viable, or whether alternative explanations
should be favored.

[4] A model of plume conduit and hot spot motion
has been developed [Steinberger and O’Connell,
1998] and applied to a hot spots globally
[Steinberger, 2000]. This model is simplified in
that only large-scale mantle flow is computed
dynamically. In a second step, the motion of each
part of the plume conduit is computed as vector
sum of (1) large-scale mantle flow and (2) buoyant

rising speed, which is assumed to depend on depth
in the mantle. The plume conduit is assumed to be
initially vertical at a time equal to its assumed age.
This approach has the advantage of being compu-
tationally very effective. It thus allows a large
number of model runs within short time, thus
allowing to optimize the fit to observations by
varying a number of model parameters in a certain
range that is compatible with observations [O’Neill
et al., 2005] and to test the robustness of model
predictions.

[5] Results of the simplified model depend on (1)
the large-scale mantle flow model and (2) assumed
buoyant rising speed. Optimizing the former to fit
constraints from mineral physics and surface obser-
vations is topic of another paper [Steinberger and
Calderwood, 2006]; here we focus on the latter. In
previous work [e.g. Steinberger and O’Connell,
1998, 2000; Steinberger, 2000; Antretter et al.,
2002, 2004; Tarduno et al., 2003; Steinberger et
al., 2004; O’Neill et al., 2003, 2005] a range of
assumptions on buoyant rising speed was already
explored. Computed hot spot motion tends to
represent flow at some depth in the lower mantle.
Here, our motivation is to use a buoyant rising
speed that is as realistic as possible, taking
into account recent experimental, theoretical,
observational and numerical results, in order to
either reconfirm or modify our previous modeling
predictions.

[6] Computation of plume buoyant rising speed is
done in four steps, which are computed one after
the other: (1) plume and ambient mantle tempera-
ture versus depth; (2) plume and ambient mantle
viscosity versus depth; (3) plume radius versus
depth; and (4) plume rising speed versus depth.
A second motivation of this paper is therefore to
show that our model is consistent with a number of
observations along these steps, and to provide a
framework of how future observations can be used
to test our model.

[7] In the next section we give the necessary
background on observations, theory, experiments
and modeling regarding these four steps, and their
relation to each other. We discuss work pertaining
to the questions to which areas of intraplate vol-
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canism we wish to apply our model of deep plume
origin to, where the plumes are located now, how
old and how strong (in terms of anomalous mass
flux) they are, whether a plume source in the
lowermost mantle is moving or ‘‘anchored,’’ and
what observations our results on hot spot motions
and plume conduit shape can be compared to. In
section 3 we describe our computation of large-
scale mantle flow and buoyant plume rising speed,
concentrating on new methodology. In section 4,
new findings pertaining to the above listed four
steps, and predicted conduit shape and hot spot
motion are presented and compared to our previous
results or assumptions. In section 5 we discuss
results in the context of observations and other
models. The last section includes perspectives for
future work.

2. Background

2.1. Temperatures in Plumes and
Ambient Mantle

[8] At shallow depth, temperature anomalies in
plumes relative to the ambient mantle can be
estimated from the extra crustal thickness at hot
spots in combination with models of pressure-
release partial melting. Schubert et al. [2001]
generally estimate 200–300 K. Ruedas et al.
[2004] obtain 150–200 K for the Iceland plume,
confirming earlier findings. Putirka [2005] infers
from olivine phenocrysts mantle potential temper-
atures at Hawaii 213–235 K and Iceland 162–
184 K hotter than ambient mid-ocean ridges,
respectively.

[9] For the transition zone, temperature anomalies
can be estimated from the Clapeyron slopes of the
two phase boundaries at about 400 and 660 km
depth and the distance between the phase bound-
aries (‘‘transition zone thickness’’) which is deter-
mined seismologically. Shen et al. [1998, 2002]
obtain �150 K for Iceland, Niu et al. [2002] find
170–220 K for Tahiti, and Li et al. [2000] find
�300 K for Hawaii.

[10] Temperature anomalies can also be estimated
from seismic tomography and scaling seismic ve-
locity to temperature anomalies. For Iceland, the
tomography model of Hung et al. [2004], which
was obtained with a finite-frequency approach,
yields somewhat larger temperature anomalies than
the above numbers, and even larger anomalies
follow for a narrower plume [Allen and Tromp,
2005]. However, seismic velocity may also be

reduced due to partial melting. A number of other
plumes are resolved in the mid-mantle by Montelli
et al. [2004]. They typically find p-wave anomalies
of less than 1%, corresponding to s-wave anoma-
lies of about 1%.

[11] These observation-based estimates can be
compared to results from numerical models. Albers
and Christensen [1996] compute temperature
anomalies as a function of depth for different
plume strength (expressed in terms of anomalous
mass flux) and different starting temperature
anomalies at their base in the lowermost mantle.
They find that results approximately match obser-
vations, if plumes start with an excess temperature
of about 500 K. Strong plumes then arrive beneath
the lithosphere with a temperature anomaly of
about 250–300 K, whereas weak plumes with a
buoyancy flux of about 500 kg/s have only 150 K
or less anomaly in the upper mantle, due to thermal
diffusion. Even weaker plumes would be diffused
away even before reaching the lithosphere, and
plumes with smaller anomalous mass fluxes per-
haps rise from shallower depth. 500 K excess
temperature in the lowermost mantle is much less
than the expected temperature difference in the
thermal boundary layer between mantle and core
[Boehler, 1996] and therefore may be an indication
for plumes rising from the top of a compositionally
distinct layer at the base of the mantle [Farnetani,
1997].

[12] Albers and Christensen [1996] present in their
Figure 4 temperature anomaly as a function of
nondimensional heat flux and dissipation number.
In order to extract temperature anomalies as a
function of depth for different anomalous mass
fluxes, heat capacity Cp, and averages of density
r, thermal expansivity a, thermal diffusivity k and
gravity g between the base of the conduit and
height h above its base are needed. Stacey [1992]
and Schubert et al. [2001] consider Cp = 1250 J
kg�1K�1 appropriate for heat capacity. Experimen-
tal data show that k increases with depth. A
value k0 = 0.75 10�6 m2/s at shallow depth and a
factor �2 increase through the mantle appears
roughly consistent with a number of considerations
[Schubert et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2004]. A strong
decrease of thermal expansivity a(z) with depth is
inferred from experiments [Chopelas and Boehler,
1989].

[13] An adiabatic temperature profile can be de-
rived jointly with a(z); the profile of Steinberger
and Calderwood [2006] is very similar to the
reference mantle adiabat of Schubert et al.
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[2001]. The temperature estimate above the bottom
thermal boundary layer is about 2500 K, compared
to 4000 ± 600 K at the core-mantle boundary
(CMB) [Boehler, 1996].

2.2. Viscosities in the Ambient Mantle and
Plumes

[14] Strain rates _� and stresses s in the mantle are
frequently assumed to be related through

_� � sn exp � H

RT

� �
ð1Þ

whereby H is activation enthalpy, R is the universal
gas constant, T is temperature. The relation is either
linear (n = 1, for diffusion creep) or nonlinear (for
dislocation creep; n � 3.5). Both creep mechan-
isms may contribute to the flow, but it is often
thought that dislocation creep is the dominant
mechanism in the upper mantle [Ranalli, 1995;
Schubert et al., 2001], whereas diffusion creep is
dominant in the lower mantle [Karato et al., 1995].
A nonlinear relationship can be linearized yielding
an effective viscosity

h � exp
rH

RT

� �
ð2Þ

with r = 1/n for the assumption of constant strain
rate, r = 2/(n + 1) for constant dissipation rate and
r = 1 for constant stress. Christensen [1983] found
r = 0.3–0.5 appropriate for n = 3; with an activation
enthalpy reduced in that way, the properties of non-
Newtonian flow can be closely mimicked by
Newtonian flow in 2-D numerical experiments.

[15] Activation enthalpy has been directly estimated
by Ranalli [1995] and Calderwood [1999]. In the
upper mantle, both profiles are very similar. A
relation

H ¼ gRTm ð3Þ

with melting temperature Tm had been proposed
[Weertman and Weertman, 1975]. Melting tem-
perature profiles have been determined for lower
mantle constituents MgSiO3 perovskite [Wang,
1999] and MgO [Zerr and Boehler, 1994]; these
profiles are similar and considered appropriate for
the lower mantle by Yamazaki and Karato [2001]
who also determined g � 14 for MgSiO3 and 10
for MgO.

[16] Radial viscosity profiles for the ambient
mantle were determined by Steinberger and

Calderwood [2006]. Relative viscosity variations
with depth in mantle layers (upper mantle, transition
zone, lower mantle) were inferred from mineral
physics considerations as outlined above. Absolute
viscosity values were chosen such as to optimize the
fit of model predictions to observational constraints
(geoid, heat flux profile, Haskell viscosity average).
They found no clear preference for either a viscosity
low in the asthenosphere or transition zone.
The profile with lowest viscosity in the astheno-
sphere is similar to the one used by Steinberger and
O’Connell [1998] to model hot spot motion.

[17] Viscosity in the asthenosphere in the vicinity
of plumes might be considerably lower than in
these profiles, though, due to hot material flowing
out of the plume and the possibility of partial
melting. Presence of melt may lead to a stronger
viscosity contrast than determined from the tem-
perature contrast between plume and surrounding
mantle. Schubert and Hey [1986] determined as-
thenospheric viscosity between 1017 and 1018 Pas
beneath the propagating tip of the Galapagos rift
system in the vicinity of the Galapagos plume.
Albers and Christensen [2001] found similar as-
thenospheric viscosities for those models of the
Iceland plume for which channeling of plume
material to the ridge occurs, and which are hence
capable of explaining the V-shaped patterns along
the ridge south of Iceland. The ratio of viscosity
along the centerline of a plume conduit hin to
ambient mantle viscosity hout is inferred from
equation (2) as

hin=hout ¼ exp
�rHDT0

RT0 T0 þDT0ð Þ

� �
ð4Þ

whereby T0 is the temperature in the ambient
mantle and DT0 is the centerline plume tempera-
ture anomaly.

2.3. Plume Radius

[18] From the tomography model of Hung et al.
[2004], a radius somewhat larger than 100 km is
inferred for the Iceland plume in the upper mantle,
and no strong variations of radius with depth. Allen
and Tromp [2005] infer from the seismic velocity
structure a conduit radius most likely between 75
and 100 km. Below Tahiti, Niu et al. [2002] find a
transition zone thickness anomaly of about 150 km
radius. Wölbern et al. [2006] determine a plume
radius of about 200 km at the 660 km discontinuity
beneath Hawaii with a core zone of about 120 km
radius. Montelli et al. [2004] determine plume
radii in the lower mantle in the range 100–
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400 km from their tomography model, whereas
computations of Goes et al. [2004] give plume radii
of 150–300 km in the lower mantle. Constable and
Heinson [2004] find that explaining magnetotellu-
ric seafloor data around Hawaii requires a plume,
and its radius appears to be less than 100 km above
150 km depth.

[19] The simplest estimate for plume conduit radius
rc can be made from Poiseuille’s formula for flow
in a pipe

rc ¼
8Bhin

pDrdp=dz

� �1
4

: ð5Þ

Dr is the density difference between plume
centerline and outside the plume. B is the
anomalous mass flux (integral over flow speed
times density difference). dp/dz is the pressure
gradient available to drive flow through the
conduit. It may differ from the hydrostatic value
Dr�g. However, this estimate may not be appro-
priate for determining buoyant rising speed, since
the plume conduit is also surrounded by a thermal
halo, with a radius larger than the viscous flow
radius [Olson et al., 1993]. From Schubert et al.
[2001], equation (11.9.16) an approximate halo
radius of

rc ¼
1ffiffiffi

2
p

Drg
� ln hout

hin

� �
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hin
hout

r
� 8Bhoutg

p

� �1=2
" #1=2

ð6Þ

can be inferred. We assume that heat flux in the
plume does not change with depth, therefore

B zð Þ ¼ B0 � a zð Þ=a 150 kmð Þ ð7Þ

with B0 inferred from observations (section 2.5).

2.4. Rising Speed of Plume Conduit
Through Ambient Mantle

[20] Rising speed can be cast in the form of a
modified Stokes formula

ub ¼
kcDrgr2c

hout
ð8Þ

where kc is a numerical constant. kc is larger than
the respective value for a fluid sphere because of
the interaction of conduit elements. Richards and
Griffiths [1988] determined kc = 0.54 for a plume
that is compositionally different from the surround-
ing mantle. Inserting equation (6) into (8) gives

ub ¼
kcffiffiffi
2

p � ln hout
hin

� �
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hin
hout

r
� 8Bg

phout

� �1=2

ð9Þ

rc and ub are approximately independent of hin,
when ln(hout/hin)/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hout=hin

p
is approximately

constant. Figure 1 shows that the function ln
x/

ffiffiffi
x

p
differs on average less than 10% from the

value 0.64 between x = 3 and x = 56, the range
spanned by the experiments of Kerr and Mériaux
[2004]. Their results are approximately in accord

with equation (9) with kc/
ffiffiffi
2

p
� 0.54 (kc � 0.76),

and hence indicate that thermal plume conduit

Figure 1. Functions ln x/
ffiffiffi
x

p
(solid line) and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln x=

ffiffiffi
x

pp
(dashed line), indicating the expected dependence of

plume buoyant rising speed and conduit radius on viscosity ratio hout/hin, respectively.
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rising speed is almost independent of the viscosity
ratio.

[21] This appears surprising at first, since one
would expect that a plume with lower centerline
viscosity is narrower, hence rises more slowly.
However, a qualitative consideration shows that
only a substantially lower centerline viscosity will
have a noticeable effect on plume thickness. For
example, if the flow occurs in a center part with
half the total plume radius, on the basis of the
Poiseuille formula, an effective viscosity of less
than about (1/2)4 = 1/16 of the viscosity of the
surrounding material would be required such that
flow through the center part becomes more effec-
tive than flow through the entire plume (Figure 2).
If the temperature anomaly at half the plume
radius is half the anomaly at the centerline, and
an exponential dependence of viscosity on the
temperature anomaly is assumed, the centerline
viscosity needs to be reduced by about a factor
(1/16)2 = 1/256 relative to the viscosity of the
surrounding material such that flow through the
narrow central part of the conduit becomes more
effective. While the exact number depends on the
distribution of temperature in the plume, this qual-
itative consideration explains the experimental
results, but it also suggests that, for viscosity ratios
larger than those considered by Kerr and Mériaux
[2004] (about 56), plumes might still be narrower
and buoyant rising speed lower than in the isovis-
cous case. Figure 1 also shows that for viscosity
ratios larger than about 256 buoyant plume rising
speeds should be substantially reduced, by a factor 2

or more compared to the value for small viscosity
ratios.

[22] Proximity to boundaries will increase viscous
drag and hence slow down conduit rising. This effect
can be more appropriately considered through a
numerical computation of buoyant rising speed as
a function of depth, instead of using equation (8).

2.5. Locations, Ages, and Buoyancy Fluxes
of Plumes

[23] Both seismic tomography [Montelli et al.,
2004] and other arguments [Courtillot et al.,
2003] have been used to discern plumes of likely
deep mantle origin.

[24] For many plumes, the present location can be
presumed to be beneath the end of the respective
seamount chain and/or where current or recent
volcanism appears to be most active: Easter Island,
Kilauea (for Hawaii), Vatnajökull (for Iceland),
Marion Island, Piton de la Fournaise (for Reunion),
Vailulu’u undersea volcano [Hart et al., 2000] (for
Samoa), Mehetia (for Tahiti). For Iceland, this
approximate plume location is also supported by
crustal thickness [e.g., Allen et al., 2002] and
seismic tomography [e.g., Hung et al., 2004]. For
Tristan, recent volcanism is documented for both
Tristan da Cunha and Gough Island. For New
England, Louisville and St. Helena hot spots no
recent volcanism is documented, and the location
can be inferred from geometry and ages of related
seamount chains. For Louisville, a location further
south than inferred from the seamount chain is
suggested by the hot-spotting technique [Wessel
and Kroenke, 1997]. The current location of the
Kerguelen hot spot is rather uncertain. A location
beneath the northwestern Kerguelen plateau had
been previously invoked to explain the geometry of
the Ninetyeast ridge assuming hot spot fixity.
However, there is little observational support for
such a present-day hot spot location. On the basis
of seamount locations and age data, Weis et al.
[2002] propose an age-progressive hot spot track
between Kerguelen and Heard Island and suggest
that the Kerguelen mantle plume may be currently
located beneath Heard Island, which features
present-day volcanic activity and is located about
1000 km southeast of Kerguelen Island.

[25] The ages of Kerguelen, Louisville, Marion,
Reunion and Tristan hot spots can be inferred from
radiometrically determined ages of Rajmahal Traps
[Coffin et al., 2002], Ontong Java Plateau [Fitton et
al., 2004, and references therein], Karoo flood

Figure 2. Sketch illustrating why flow restricted to the
narrow central part of a plume conduit is effective only
if centerline viscosity is substantially reduced. (top)
‘‘Wide’’ Poiseuille flow profile. (middle) Approximate
temperature profile across plume. (bottom) ‘‘Narrow’’
Poiseuille flow profile. The narrow and wide profiles
correspond to the same flux.
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basalts [Duncan et al., 1997], Deccan traps
[Hofmann et al., 2000] and Etendeka Basalts
[Renne et al., 1996] which have been associated
with the respective plumehead. For Louisville, a
younger age is also possible since its association
with the Ontong Java Plateau is questionable [Ingle
and Coffin, 2004; Korenaga, 2005b]. For Easter
and Hawaii, tracks end at a subduction zone and
ages are hence unknown. The Iceland plume is
linked to the north Atlantic flood basalt province,
but the arrival of the plumehead beneath Greenland
may predate it. No flood basalts have been associ-
ated with the New England, Samoa and St. Helena
hot spots. Ages can be estimated on the basis of
radiometric dating [Gilbert and Foland, 1986; Hart
et al., 2004; O’Connor and le Roex, 1992] and the
length of the volcanic chains.

[26] Ribe and Christensen [1999] point out that
previous work [Davies, 1988; Sleep, 1990] over-
estimates buoyancy flux of plumes beneath fast-
moving plates primarily because the previous esti-
mates were based on the assumption that plume
material moves downstream at the same speed
as the plate. They determined 2200 kg/s < B0 <
3500 kg/s for Hawaii, a factor 2 to 3 lower than
previous estimates. In analogy, the assumed mass
flux of other hot spots beneath fast-moving plates
in the Pacific hemisphere (Easter, Louisville,
Samoa, Tahiti) should also be lower than previously
estimated. Previous flux estimates for hot spots
beneath slow-moving plates [Davies, 1988; Sleep,
1990; Schilling, 1991] should be less biased. Plume
buoyancy flux estimates in the Pacific hemisphere
were previously on average much larger than in
the African hemisphere, and this asymmetry is
compensated by reducing buoyancy fluxes in the
Pacific hemisphere.

2.6. Observations, Experiments, and
Numerical Models Regarding Motion
of Hot Spots and Shape of Plume Conduits

[27] Numerous observations to which modeling
results can be compared to have been compiled
in previous work [e.g., Steinberger, 2000]. In
recent years, new observations have become avail-
able to which both the predicted hot spot motion
and the predicted plume conduit shapes can be
compared to. New age dates [e.g., Tarduno et al.,
2003; Koppers et al., 2004] and paleolatitudes
[e.g., Tarduno et al., 2003; Antretter et al., 2002]
along hot spot tracks can give information on hot
spot motion. The predicted shape of plume con-
duits can be compared to seismic velocity anoma-
lies and transition zone thickness anomalies [e.g.,

Montelli et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2002; Hung et al.,
2004; Niu et al., 2002; Li et al., 2000; Wölbern et
al., 2006].

[28] A plume source at the top of a low-viscosity
D00 layer may either move with the horizontal flow
component at that depth (as assumed in most of our
previous work), or be fixed. The latter might be the
more appropriate assumption if the plumes rise
from the top of a chemically distinct layer at the
base of the mantle [Jellinek and Manga, 2002;
Davaille et al., 2002]. Such a layer would be piled
up below upwellings in the overlying mantle,
and restoring forces along the tilted interface
could substantially reduce horizontal flow speeds
compared to the case of a mantle without chemical
layering. The convection calculations ofMcNamara
and Zhong [2004], though, do not show a large
difference between hot spot motion in cases
with and without chemical layering. They found
that in all cases plume velocities are significantly
smaller than typical convective velocities. The
slow hot spot motions computed in these convec-
tion calculations may be partly due to plumes
preferentially being located at stagnant points
between downwellings [Zhong et al., 2000]. In
our computations, we match present-day observed
hot spot locations, which are often not near flow
stagnation points.

3. Overview of Numerical Model

[29] We compute the motion of a plume conduit in
mantle flow, assuming the velocity of each conduit
element is the vector sum of ambient large-scale
mantle flow and vertical buoyant rising velocity.

[30] Computation of large-scale mantle flow uses
the model smean by Becker and Boschi [2002] for
relative s-wavespeed anomalies dvs/vs. These are
converted to relative density anomalies (dr/r). The
conversion factor (‘‘Model 2’’ of Steinberger and
Calderwood [2006], Figure 3), is depth-dependent
but remains close to 0.25 throughout most of the
mantle, similar to Karato [1993]. Depth profiles for
density r(z) and gravity g(z) are determined from
PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. The two
ambient mantle radial viscosity profiles hout(z) used
are also adopted from Steinberger and Calderwood
[2006] and shown in Figure 3. Our reference case
uses profile 1.

[31] Other details of the computation are the same
as given by Steinberger et al. [2004], unless spe-
cifically noted, the main difference to previous
work being the computation of buoyant rising
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speed. We assume the base of the conduit is at depth
2620 km (top of a low-viscosity layer at the base of
the mantle) and either moves with the horizontal
flow component at that depth, or is fixed there.

[32] Hot spots modeled are listed in Table 1. The
list is based on work discussed in section 2.5 and

previous work [Steinberger, 2000; Steinberger et
al., 2004] and is meant to represent hot spots that
(1) have likely deep origin and (2) have been
modeled in previous work.

[33] Buoyant rising velocity is computed in the
four steps (1) temperature anomaly, (2) viscosity,
(3) radius, and (4) rising speed of the plume.
Whereas we had given a more general background
on these in the previous section we explain here
specifically our computation.

[34] 1. Temperature anomalyDT0(z) is computed on
the basis of Figure 4 of Albers and Christensen
[1996]. Temperature anomaly at the base of the
plume is 500 K (reference case) or 750 K. We use
Cp = 1250 J kg

�1K�1 and k = 0.75 � 10�6m2/s � 2z/zm,
whereby zm is the depth of the mantle such that

k increases by a factor two through the mantle
(Figure 3). a(z) is adopted from Steinberger and
Calderwood [2006] and also shown in Figure 3.

[35] 2. Viscosity ratio hin/hout is computed with
equation (4). T0 is adopted from Steinberger and
Calderwood [2006] and shown in Figure 3. In the
upper mantle, we use r = 1/3.5 corresponding to
constant strain rate and n = 3.5 (dislocation creep)
and activation enthalpy H(z) from Calderwood

Table 1. Hot Spot Names, Locations, Ages, and
Anomalous Mass Fluxes B0 Used

a

Name Longitude Latitude Age, Ma B0, 10
3 kg/s

Easter �109.3� �27.1� 60–100 1
Hawaii �155.3� 19.4� 120 3
Iceland �17� 64.4� 60–100 1
Kerguelen 69� �49� 118 1

67� �47�
71.2� �51�

(Heard) 73.5� �53.1�
Louisville �138.1� �50.9� 121 1

�141.2� �53.5� (90)
Marion 37.8� �46.9� 182 1
New England �32� 28� 124 1
Reunion 55.7� �21.2� 65 1
Samoa �169.1� �14.2� 40 1
St. Helena �10� �17� 100 1
Tahiti �148.1� �17.9� 5–20 2
Tristan �11.3� �38.7� 132 1

a
Lines 5–7 are alternative locations for the Kerguelen hot spot.

Line 9 gives alternative location and age for Louisville.

Figure 3. Input profiles used. (left) Thermal expansivity (top scale, solid line), conversion factor from density to
seismic velocity anomalies (top scale, dotted line) and thermal diffusivity (bottom scale, dashed line). (right) Ambient
mantle viscosity profiles 1 and 2 (top scale, solid line and dotted line), radial temperature profile in ambient mantle T
(bottom scale, long-dashed line) and profile of H/(12nR) (bottom scale, short-dashed line) with n = 3.5 in the upper
mantle and n = 1 in the lower mantle, where it is identical to the melting temperature profile.
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[1999] (Figure 3). In the lower mantle, we use n =
r = 1, equation (3), g = 12 and a melting temperature
profile based on experimental results (Figure 3).

[36] 3. Conduit radius rc(z) is computed with
equations (6) and (7). Dr(z) is computed from
DT0(z) and a(z) profiles and the PREM density
profile. Values for B0 are listed in Table 1.

[37] 4. Conduit rising speed is computed in three
steps:

[38] Step a: A synthetic density field representing a
tilted plume is computed on the basis of Dr(z) and
rc(z).

[39] Step b: The flow field for a tilted plume
conduit is computed with the same method as
large-scale mantle flow [Hager and O’Connell,
1979, 1981].

[40] Step c: The maximum upward velocity at each
depth level is determined, and used as buoyant
plume conduit rising speed. If hin is substantially
lower than hout we expect flow through the conduit
and hence maximum upward velocity to be faster
than buoyant rising speed. However, the Hager
and O’Connell [1981] method used does not con-
sider lateral viscosity variations; computed upward
velocity at each depth level occurs approximately
at the center of the temperature anomaly (plume
conduit), the computed velocity vector at this
location is approximately vertically upward, and
in time-dependent calculations the temperature
anomaly approximately rises with that speed.
Hence computed maximum upward velocity is an
appropriate measure of buoyant rising speed. For
comparison, buoyant rising speed is also computed
with equation (9).

[41] For step a, we consider for the temperature
structure in the plume

DT ¼ DT0 � exp � x=rcð Þ2
h i

ð10Þ

or

DT ¼ DT0 � 1� x=rcð Þ2
h i

for x < rc and DT ¼ 0 for x > rc

ð11Þ

[Schubert et al., 2001, equation (11.9.7)], or the
arithmetic mean of the two cases (reference case). x
is the distance from the plume center axis, and
plume tilts are 0�, 30�, 45� (reference case) and 60�
with the vertical. The integral of the temperature
anomaly over the plume should approximately

determine buoyant rising speed, according to
equation (8). This integral is DT0rc

2p with equation
(10) and DT0rc

2p/2 with equation (11).

[42] For step b, we use a viscosity structure that is
the same as for computing large-scale flow, except
that viscosity below the lithosphere is reduced by a
factor 10000, 1000 (reference case), 100 or 10, or
not reduced. In order to be able to resolve plume
conduits, we expand here density structure and
flow up to spherical harmonic degree l = 255
(corresponding to a half-wavelength about 80 km
near the Earth surface) and use a fixed upper
boundary. In contrast, large-scale mantle flow
related to density anomalies derived from seismic
tomography is only expanded to l = 31. For l � 48
a free surface at the core-mantle boundary (CMB)
at depth 2900 km is used as lower boundary
condition. However, for l > 48 a fixed surface at
depth (2900 � 48/l) km is used instead; higher
harmonics at larger depth are not considered. This
modification of boundary condition is introduced,
because otherwise the computed flow field
diverges rather than matching the prescribed (zero)
surface velocity. It has a rather small effect on our
results, since plumes in the lower mantle are
presumably rather thick and expansion up to de-
gree 48 is adequate there. Also, results do not much
depend on whether a free or fixed lower surface is
assumed. Comparison of results obtained for dif-
ferent expansion (l = 255, 127, 63) suggests that
expansion to even higher l will change results only
insignificantly.

4. Results

4.1. Resulting Plume Temperature,
Density, Seismic Velocity, and Viscosity
Anomaly and Radius

[43] The left panel of Figure 4 shows the centerline
temperature anomaly versus depth for plumes with
three different values of sublithospheric anomalous
mass flux and two different basal temperature
anomalies. With decreasing depth, the plume cools
relative to the ambient mantle even in the adiabatic
limit for a very large buoyancy flux: In this
case, 500 K starting temperature anomaly reduces
to �325 K at 200 km depth. Reduction of temper-
ature anomaly beyond that is due to diffusive
cooling.

[44] For computation of buoyant rising speed, we
convert temperature anomaly to density anomaly
(Figure 4, right panel). For the most part, it is
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similar to 30 kg/m3, the constant value used in
most previous models of plumes in large-scale
mantle flow, particularly if a basal temperature
anomaly 500 K is assumed.

[45] In the right panel of Figure 5 the viscosity
contrast between the plume centerline and ambient

mantle is shown. The contrast between plume and
surrounding mantle is much higher in the lower
mantle than in the upper mantle. One reason for
this is that the plume excess temperature drops
from the base to the surface. This happens even in
the adiabatic case (i.e., in the limit of a very large

Figure 4. (left) Radial profiles of plume centerline temperature anomalies computed following Albers and
Christensen [1996] for B0 = 103 kg/s (thin lines), 2 � 103 kg/s (medium lines), and 3 � 103 kg/s (thick lines) and 500 K
(solid lines) and 750 K (dashed lines) basal temperature anomaly. (right) Centerline density anomaly inferred from
temperature anomaly; dotted line at 30 kg/m3.

Figure 5. (left) Centerline seismic vs anomaly inferred from temperature anomaly (Figure 4), using the conversion
factors derived by Steinberger and Calderwood [2006]. (right) Viscosity contrast hout/hin computed with equation (4),
for the same cases as in Figure 4.
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plume), but even more so for smaller plumes. The
other reason is that we use different rheological
laws in the upper and lower mantle. However,
appropriate mantle rheology and hence viscosity
contrast hin/hout remain rather uncertain. The effect
of multiplying H/nR with a constant amounts to
scaling these curves (with logarithmic horizontal
scale) in horizontal direction. The effect on conduit
rising speed and radius can then be inferred from
Figure 1. Because through considering different
starting temperature anomalies and mass fluxes we
already cover a wide range of viscosity contrasts
plume versus surroundings and are able to assess
its effect on our results, we will not consider
different values for other parameters that enter
the computation.

[46] Results for plume conduit radius are shown in
Figure 6. For viscosity profile 1, plume conduit
radius in the upper mantle is about 100 km and
slightly increases with depth, and is rather inde-
pendent of other model assumptions. For viscosity
profile 2, though, predicted conduit radius is
smaller in the transition zone (about 70 to 80 km)
than in the upper mantle (100–120 km). For a
starting temperature anomaly of 500 K we find
plume conduit radii in the lower mantle of about

200 km, with the maximum radius occurring in the
mid-lower mantle.

[47] We also compute the radius for a large plume
with B0 = 4 � 103 kg/s and high viscosity,

replacing

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln hout=hinð Þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hin=hout

pq
in equation (6)

by its maximum value 0.8577 (Figure 1). This
increases the plume radius in the lower mantle to
up to 300 km.

[48] For viscosity profile 1, there is no big differ-
ence in plume radius above and below 660 km.
This occurs, because in equation (6) the difference
due to ambient mantle viscosity hout above and
below is approximately compensated by the differ-
ence due to viscosity contrast hout/hin, and this is in
turn due to the different rheological law assumed.
The right panel of Figure 6 shows radii for previ-
ous models.

4.2. Resulting Plume Conduit Rising Speed

4.2.1. Calibration With Experimental
Results

[49] In order to determine whether equation (10) or
(11) is more appropriate for temperature structure
in the plume, we first compute buoyant rising

Figure 6. Plume conduit radius as a function of depth. (left) Radii computed with equation (6). Dashed lines are for
basal temperature anomaly 750 K; solid lines are for 500 K. Black lines are for ambient mantle viscosity model 1;

gray lines are for model 2. Solid and dashed lines are for anomalous mass flux B0 = 3 � 103 kg/s (thick lines), 2 �
103 kg/s (medium), and 103 kg/s (thin). For the dotted line, B0 = 4 � 103 kg/s, and ln (houthin

) �
ffiffiffiffiffi
hin
hout

q
has been replaced by

its maximum value, 0.736. (right) Previous assumptions. Gray line, Steinberger and O’Connell [1998]; dashed lines/
solid black lines, models 1 and 2 of Steinberger [2000]; dotted lines, Steinberger et al. [2004]. For the last three cases,
anomalous mass fluxes are as in the left panel.
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speed for a case that can be compared with the
experimental results of Kerr and Mériaux [2004]:
constant ambient viscosity 1021 Pas, incompress-
ible mantle with density 4449 kg/m3, no phase
boundaries, constant gravity 10 m/s2, constant
plume density anomaly 1%. We consider cases
with plume tilt of 0�, 30� and 60� with the vertical,
radial plume structure from equations (10) and (11)
and rc = 97 km and 137 km. Scaled to the depth of
the layer, these radii approximately correspond to
those in Table 4 of Kerr and Mériaux [2004], and
equation (8) with kc = 0.76 yields ub = 100 mm/yr
for rc = 97 km and 200 mm/yr for 137 km, i.e.,
these are the values inferred by scaling the exper-
imental results of Kerr and Mériaux [2004] to
Earth dimensions. Results shown in the left panel
of Figure 7 indicate that rising speeds computed
with plume temperature structure from equation
(10) are (with the exception of the case with tilt 60�
and rc = 137 km) higher in the mid-mantle than the
value computed with equation (8) and kc = 0.76,
and those computed with equation (11) are lower.

For tilts 0�, 30� (approximately bracketing the tilts
in the experiments of Kerr and Mériaux [2004]),
the arithmetic mean for the two temperature struc-
tures is in the mid-mantle quite close to the value
computed with equation (8). Therefore, in the
following, we shall always use the arithmetic mean
of the rising speed computed for the two cases,
which is an appropriate choice if the radial plume
temperature structure in the Earth mantle is similar
to that in the experiments of Kerr and Mériaux
[2004].

4.2.2. Results With ‘‘Earth-Like’’ Viscosity
Structure

[50] In the vicinity of plumes, viscosity beneath the
lithosphere is expected to be reduced relative to
the underlying mantle because of plume material
flowing out of the conduit, and buoyant plume
rising speed in the uppermost mantle depends on
whether such a low-viscosity channel exists below
the lithosphere, and if so, with which viscosity.
Figure 7 also shows rising speeds computed with

Figure 7. Plume conduit buoyant rising speed computed with Hager and O’Connell [1981] method. Left bottom
scale: ‘‘Calibration’’ cases with constant ambient mantle viscosity and plume radius; plume temperature structure as
in equation (10) for solid lines and equation (11) for dashed lines. Thick lines are for thermal plume radius 137 km;
thin lines are for 97 km. Vertical plume for black lines, plume tilted 30� from vertical for dark gray, 60� for light gray
lines. Middle top scale: Viscosity reduced between 100 and 127 km depth by factor 10000 (black lines), or 100 (dark
gray lines), or not reduced (light gray lines), and mantle viscosity models 1 (dashed lines) and 2 (dotted lines)
elsewhere, tilt 45�, basal temperature anomaly 500 K, anomalous mass flux B0 = 2 � 103 kg/s. Right bottom scale:
Same cases as in the left panel of Figure 6, tilt 45�, viscosity reduced by a factor 1000 between 100 and 127 km
depth; arithmetic mean between the two cases on radial plume structure.
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the Hager and O’Connell [1981] method with a
27 km thick layer where viscosity is reduced by a
factor 100 or 10000 relative to the mantle beneath,
and without such a layer; results for a factor
1000 reduction are shown in the right panel. In
this case, we obtain buoyant plume rising speeds of
about 5–10 cm/year beneath the lithosphere, i.e.,
plume rising speed is not substantially reduced due
to the proximity of the lithosphere. Without decou-
pling layer, rising speed substantially slows down
close to the lithosphere.

[51] Comparison with the left panel of Figure 8
shows that rising speeds computed with the Hager
and O’Connell [1981] method are larger than those
computed with equation (8) in the lower mantle
below about 1600 km and generally smaller above
that depth. This occurs because plume buoyant
rising velocity is not only determined by the local
viscosity, but viscosities in the whole mantle,
which tends to smooth out variations in ub. Com-
parison of the right panels of Figures 7 and 8 shows
that the rising speeds in model 2 of Steinberger
[2000] are quite similar to those in our reference
case in the upper mantle, somewhat less in the
lowermost mantle, and up to about a factor 2 less in
the mid-mantle. Rising speeds in other previous

models, e.g., model 1 of Steinberger [2000] tend to
be less in the lower mantle. Nevertheless, models 1
and 2 of Steinberger [2000] resulted in very similar
hot spot motion and plume conduit shape: hot spot
motion most frequently tends to be similar to the
horizontal flow component at a depth for which the
buoyant rise time (Figure 9) is similar to plume age
[Steinberger, 2000], and this is quite similar
(�600–1000 km) for both models for most times.
Figure 9 shows that, for the plume models of this
paper, for plumes older than �10 Ma, this depth
tends to be in the lower mantle, increasing with
age, and somewhat deeper than in our previous
models. How much modeled hot spot motion
differs from our previous work will therefore,
among other things, depend on how much the
direction of flow in the mid-mantle changes with
depth.

4.3. Computed Conduit Shape for Tahiti:
Calibration of Asthenosphere Viscosity by
Comparison With Observations

[52] We first discuss the effect of plate motions on
conduit shape which is particularly important be-
low fast-moving plates, such as the Pacific plate. In
Figure 10 we show results for the computed

Figure 8. Plume conduit buoyant rising speed computed with equation (8). Left top scale: Same cases as in the
left panel of Figure 6, with kc = 0.76. Right bottom scale: Previous models with kc = 0.54, as in the right panel of
Figure 6.
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Figure 9. Plume conduit buoyant rise time from a given depth to the surface (i.e., depth integral over 1/ub) for cases
as in the middle and right panels of Figure 7.

Figure 10. Computed plume conduit shape of the Tahiti hot spot. Top panels are for viscosity profile 1; bottom
panels are for profile 2. Left panels show the horizontal distance between plume conduit location at depth and surface
hot spot; right panels are map views of the conduit. Dotted, dashed, and solid lines are for plume conduit initiation
ages 5, 10, and 20 Ma. Viscosity between depth 100 and 127 km is reduced by factor 10000, 1000, 100, 10, or 1,
darker colors corresponding to stronger viscosity reduction. Plume temperature anomaly at base is 500 K.
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conduit shape of the Tahiti hot spot, which is a
good candidate for deep mantle origin [Montelli et
al., 2004]. Niu et al. [2002] find a region of
transition zone thinning (the likely location of the
plume conduit at transition zone depth) centered
about 200 km East of Mehetia, the presumed
surface location. Figure 10 (top left panel) shows
that this is approximately matched by the computed
offset in our reference case with a factor 1000
viscosity reduction beneath the lithosphere. If there
is less viscosity reduction (lighter colored curves),
the computed offset tends to be larger. This is
especially so for the older assumed plume initiation
ages (dashed and solid lines). Since the computa-
tion is started with an initially vertical conduit, the
conduit tilt due to plate motion has not yet reached
its steady-state value for younger ages and less
viscosity reduction. Because of the absence of any
indication of a large plumehead, we regard it
however as more likely that the conduit already
had an approximately steady-state tilt in the
uppermost mantle at �5 Ma, the time of the
oldest volcanics. The absence of a plumehead
does not necessarily preclude a deep mantle origin
[Farnetani and Samuel, 2005], and the computed
steady-state shape in the upper mantle is almost
independent of the assumed depth of plume origin.
Also, the approximately linear age progression
[Duncan and Clague, 1985] gives no indication of
a initial adjustment of conduit shape [Steinberger,
2000]. Hence we regard it as more appropriate to
use the older plume initiation ages in the compu-
tation, as they yield an approximately steady-state
tilt of the plume conduit due to plate motions for
the times �0–5 Ma represented in the hot spot
track. A somewhat larger displacement is also
computed with viscosity profile 2 (Figure 10,
bottom left panel), because in this case the upper-
most mantle is more viscous than the transition
zone, hence gets more dragged along with the
moving plate, and the conduit gets more advected
in this layer. The right panels show that the
computed surface hot spot position is offset relative
to its location in the transition zone toward the
west-northwest, in the direction of plate motion,
whereas the offset inferred from observations is
toward the west.

[53] Similar results were obtained for the Hawaiian
hot spot; in our reference model shown in
Figure 13 the conduit is in the transition zone
about 200 km southeast of the surface hot spot.
For less viscosity reduction below the lithosphere,
the offset again becomes larger, and more toward
the east-southeast, corresponding to the plate mo-

tion direction. This increases the discrepancy with
the results of Li et al. [2000] and Wölbern et al.
[2006] who infer a location about 200 km toward
the southwest. Since the direction of this offset is
approximately orthogonal to the plate motion di-
rection, it indicates that the tilt due to plate motion
cannot be very large.

[54] Similarly, Richards and Griffiths [1988] show
that if the bend in the Hawaiian-Emperor chain is
due to a change in plate motion, an interpretation
that is not universally agreed upon, its sharpness
indicates that the plume conduit is tilted over due
to plate motion by less than about 200 km, and
adjustment of conduit shape to plate motion change
took approximately 3 Myr or less. Figure 10 shows
that most of the adjustment of the conduit to plate
motions occurs between about 100 and 400 km in
our model, hence the buoyant risetime from depth
400 km should approximately correspond to the
time of conduit shape adjustment to plate motion
changes. The right panel of Figure 9 yields a
risetime of about 3 Myr for Hawaii, whereas for
substantially less viscosity reduction (Figure 9, left
panel) adjustment times would be much larger.

[55] We therefore regard results of conduit tilt due
to plate motions obtained with a factor 1000
viscosity reduction below the lithosphere as appro-
priate, whereas a substantially smaller reduction
gives conduit tilts and adjustment times too large to
be compatible with observations. Corresponding
asthenosphere viscosities in the vicinity of plumes
are between 1017 and 1018 Pas, in agreement with
other work [Schubert and Hey, 1986; Albers and
Christensen, 2001].

4.4. Computed Motion of Other Hot Spots
and Comparison With Previous Results

[56] Figure 11 shows computed hot spot motion for
our reference model and a moving plume source.
Since conduit rise times from the lowermost mantle
(Figure 9) are larger than assumed plume ages,
assumptions about motion of the base of the plume
influence computed hot spot motion only for
sufficiently old hot spots where conduit elements
initially at the base of the mantle have risen to the
surface aided by upward large-scale flow. In our
computations, this occurs only for Hawaii, Iceland
(age 100 Ma), Kerguelen, and Marion. For other
hot spots, computed hot spot motion is the same for
fixed and moving source, for Iceland (100 Ma) it is
very similar. For Hawaii, Kerguelen and Marion,
computed hot spot motion with a fixed source is
very similar to Figure 12.
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[57] Computed hot spot motions are, in most cases,
within the range of, and quite similar to previous
results [Steinberger and O’Connell, 1998, 2000;
Steinberger, 2000, 2002; Antretter et al., 2002,
2004; Tarduno et al., 2003; O’Neill et al., 2003,
2005; Hart et al., 2004; Koppers et al., 2004;
Steinberger et al., 2004], and most previous
comparisons with observations remain valid. In
general, because buoyant plume rising speed is
somewhat faster than in previous models, computed
hot spot motion tends to represent flow at somewhat
larger depth, somewhat more toward (or less away
from) the large-scale upwellings beneath the Pacific
and Africa. For comparison, Figure 11 shows for
each plume the horizontal flow component at a
depth for which plume conduit buoyant rise time
(Figure 9) is approximately equal to the age of the
plume (Table 1).

[58] Apart from the results shown, computations
for all hot spots were performed with anomalous
mass flux 1000 kg/s, 2000 kg/s and 3000 kg/s,
basal temperature anomaly 500 K and 750 K,
viscosity models 1 and 2, and two methods of

computing buoyant plume rising speed, and results
remain similar in most cases.

[59] Furthermore, we also computed results
corresponding to the thick dotted lines in
Figures 6, 7, and 9. They represent plumes with
viscosity similar to the surrounding mantle, and a
high anomalous mass flux consistent with dynamic
thermal plume models, on the upper end of obser-
vation-based estimates. Results are shown in
Figure 12 for the six plumes with assumed age of
more than 100 Ma. For these ‘‘old’’ plumes,
whether their source is fixed or moves starts to
influence surface hot spot motion at some time
before the present: For moving plume sources,
computed hot spot motion over the past few tens
of Myr tends to represent flow in the lowermost
mantle, generally toward the large-scale upwellings
beneath Pacific and Africa, but for fixed sources it
tends to be in a different direction, and total
predicted hot spot motion tends to be less than
for a moving source. For younger plumes, com-
puted hot spot motions are identical for both cases
and mostly similar to those shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Computed hot spot motions with viscosity model 1 and temperature anomaly 500 K at plume base. Also
included is the horizontal flow component at depth 933 km for Samoa, 1077 km for Easter (60 Ma) and Iceland
(60 Ma), 1220 km for Reunion, 1507 km for St. Helena, Easter (100 Ma), and Iceland (100 Ma), 1651 km for
Louisville, Tristan, New England, and Kerguelen, and 2081 km for Marion and Hawaii. Arrow length scale is
5 degrees of arc per cm/yr; grid spacing is 10 degrees here and in the following figures.
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Differences to results shown in Figure 11 tend to be
larger for older plumes. This is expected from
Figure 9, because differences between the thick
dotted line and other lines become larger for larger
times and depths.

4.5. Computed Conduit Shape for Moving
and Fixed Plume Sources

[60] Computed plume shape is quite different for
moving and fixed sources: Conduit shapes with a
moving plume source are shown in Figure 13, with
a fixed plume source in Figure 14. Moving plume
sources tend to be displaced relative to the hot spot
surface locations toward the center of the two
large-scale upwellings under the Pacific and
Africa, due to inward flow toward these upwellings
at the base of the mantle (shown at depth 2512 km
in Figure 13). In most previous work, a moving
source was assumed, and results obtained here are
very similar to those previous results. If plume
sources are fixed, the conduit leaving the fixed
source tends to get advected with the lower-mantle
flow (shown at depth 1938 km in Figure 14) toward
the large-scale upwelling, and the predicted direc-
tion of plume tilt in the lowermost mantle tends to
be reversed relative to the case of a moving source,
and relative to the predicted tilt in the upper part of
the mantle. Conduit shapes were computed for the
same cases as hot spot motion, and results are again
very similar regardless of assumed anomalous mass
flux, basal temperature anomaly, viscosity model,
and method of computing buoyant plume rising
speed. Even for the case shown in Figure 12,
computed conduit shapes remain rather similar
and are therefore not shown.

4.6. Results for Individual Hot Spots

[61] In the following we point out a few notewor-
thy features of our new results, and differences to
previous results, for individual hot spots:

[62] Hawaii: Computed motion remains in south-
southeasterly direction. Since we find that the
computed southward motion during the last
80 Myr gets larger for an older assumed age, if a
moving source is assumed, we choose an age such
that in this case we approximately match the
amount of southward motion inferred from paleo-

Figure 12. Computed hot spot motions with viscosity
model 1 and conduit rise speed as thick dotted line in
Figure 7, with moving (left panels) and fixed (right
panels) plume source.
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Figure 13. Plume conduit shapes computed for the same case as in Figure 11. Also shown is the horizontal flow
component at depth 2512 km, close to the base of the plume. Arrow length scale is 5 degrees of arc per cm/yr.

Figure 14. Plume conduit shapes computed with a fixed plume source. Also shown is the horizontal flow
component at depth 1938 km. Other modeling assumptions and arrow length scale are the same as in Figure 13.
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magnetism [Tarduno et al., 2003]. Computed
motion is smaller for a fixed source.

[63] Iceland: We had previously assumed a plume
initiation age 60 Ma. This yielded an overall slow
hot spot motion approximately westward. A similar
result is obtained here. However, the Iceland plume
may predate opening of the North Atlantic, and
hence we include here also a result for age 100 Ma.
In this case, predicted hot spot motion is more
toward the south, reflecting the flow direction at
larger depth. Predicted conduit shape is very sim-
ilar to previous results in both cases.

[64] Kerguelen: Results for a number of cases are
shown in Figure 15. Whereas most previous mod-
els tended to predict Kerguelen hot spot motion in
southeasterly direction, this is not a general feature
of our new results: Assuming a moving hot spot
source, overall hot spot motion, especially during
the last 100 Myr, tends to be rather toward the
northwest, opposite to previous results. This mo-
tion represents flow in the lower part of the mantle,

and the higher buoyant rising speed is assumed, the
larger computed motion gets (compare Figure 12
and Figure 11). During the past few tens of Myr
motion of the source in a west-northwest direction
also contributes to hot spot motion. Hence com-
puted hot spot motion is smaller, if a fixed source is
assumed. Also, the further northwest the hot spot
location is assumed, the smaller this northwestward
motion becomes. For a hot spot located beneath the
northwestern Kerguelen plateau, or a hot spot
located beneath Kerguelen with fixed source, very
little overall motion during the past 100 Myr is
predicted.

[65] Louisville: Some results are shown in
Figure 16. For assumed plume age 121 Ma and the
more northerly location (Table 1), they are similar to
previous results. For a present-day hot spot position
further southwest, as suggested by the hot spotting
technique [Wessel and Kroenke, 1997], predicted
past hot spot location is also further southwest. Since
the link betweenLouisville hot spot andOntong Java
Plateau is rather uncertain, results for a younger

Figure 15. Computed motion and paleolatitudes of the Kerguelen hot spot. Assumed present location beneath the
northwestern Kerguelen plateau (67�E, 47�S) in top row, Kerguelen Island (69�E, 49�S) in second row, half-way
between Kerguelen and Heard Island (71.2�E, 51�S) in third row, and Heard Island (73.5�E, 53.1�S) in bottom row.
Ambient mantle viscosity model 1 (columns 1, 2, 5, 6) or 2 (columns 3, 4, 7, 8); plume source moving (columns 1–4) or
fixed (columns 5–8). Paleolatitudes are either computed solely from hot spot motion (black curves) or a combination of
true polar wander [Besse and Courtillot, 2002] and hot spot motion. Color scale is the same as in Figure 11.
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assumed hot spot age 90 Ma are also shown.
These are, over the past 90 Myr, similar to the
results for older age, and similar to previous results
[Koppers et al., 2004]. For a moving plume source,
predicted hot spot motion tends to get less south-
ward/more northward for higher buoyant rising
speed (compare Figure 12 and Figure 11), represent-
ing flow deeper in the mantle.

[66] Marion: Previous results indicated a southward
motion over the past 83 Myr. Whereas O’Neill
et al. [2003] found a rather large drift of around
5–10�, the motion computed by Steinberger [2000]
is less. Results obtained here are more similar
to those of Steinberger [2000] with even less
southward motion. A small hot spot motion is
supported by paleomagnetic results [Torsvik et al.,
1998].

[67] Samoa: We assume here the same age (40 Ma)
as Hart et al. [2004], larger than in earlier work,
and we compute hot spot motion similar to the case
shown by Hart et al. [2004].

[68] Tristan: Previous results indicated either mo-
tion in a southeasterly to southwesterly direction or
an almost stationary hot spot. Here we compute
motion in an east-southeasterly direction reflecting
flow direction at greater depth in the mantle.
However, motion is very slow (less than 1 cm/yr)
in either case, so differences in predicted past hot
spot locations are small. Again, this motion gets
larger for higher assumed buoyant rising speed
(compare Figure 12 and Figure 11).

5. Discussion

5.1. Temperature Anomalies

[69] Comparison of the temperature anomaly
curves with observations places an approximate

lower limit on the mass flux of plumes that can
rise from the core-mantle boundary [Albers and
Christensen, 1996]. There is a tradeoff between
the inferred lower limit for B0 of plumes that
may arise from the lowermost mantle and the
thermal diffusivity, which is uncertain within a
factor of about two. If some plumes with about
B0 = 103 kg/s come from the lowermost mantle,
average thermal diffusivity cannot be much larger
than assumed here. For Iceland (B0 = 103 kg/s)
we compute a transition zone temperature anom-
aly 150 to 200 K, similar to what Shen et al.
[1998, 2002] found. For a basal temperature
anomaly of 500 K, we compute 250 K for Tahiti
(B0 = 2 � 103 kg/s), slightly more than what Niu
et al. [2002] found, and 300 K for Hawaii (B0 =
3 � 103 kg/s) in agreement with Li et al. [2000].
Thus our model temperature anomalies appear
realistic, in particular for the lower basal temper-
ature anomaly 500 K. Larger temperature drop
for given mass flux, hence better agreement of
the predictions for the higher basal temperature
anomaly 750 K with observations would result
with larger thermal diffusivities. However, much
larger thermal diffusivity would increase the
lower limit for buoyancy flux of plumes from
the lower mantle to >103 kg/s hence we favor a
lower basal temperature anomaly of about 500 K.
In this case, resulting sublithospheric temperature
anomalies between about 140 K (Iceland) and
260 K (Hawaii) are in agreement with a number
of observational constraints [Schubert et al.,
2001; Ruedas et al., 2004; Putirka, 2005]. For
thermal plumes, temperature anomalies can be
converted to density anomalies, but those would
be smaller for thermochemical plumes, which
could exhibit a great variety of plume shapes
and sizes [Farnetani and Samuel, 2005].

Figure 16. Computed Louisville hot spot motion. Assumed present location at 138.1�W, 50.9�S for panels 1, 2, 5,
and 6 and at 141.2�W, 53.5�S for panels 3 and 4. Assumed hot spot age 121 Ma (panels 1–4) or 90 Ma (panels 5
and 6). Ambient mantle viscosity model 1 (panels 1, 3, 5) or 2 (panels 2, 4, 6). Results are identical for fixed and
moving plume source. Color scale is the same as in Figure 11.
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[70] The left panel of Figure 5 shows seismic vs
anomaly inferred from the temperature anomaly.
For Iceland with B0 � 103 kg/s the expected
anomaly is between 2 and 2.5% below the litho-
sphere and drops to about 1.5% in the transition
zone, a trend that agrees with the seismic model of
Hung et al. [2004], although their model yields
somewhat larger anomalies. The anomaly strength
should again increase in the upper part of the lower
mantle, but a plume cannot be resolved there with
current seismic models. Hung et al. [2004] point
out that ‘‘if a plume-like low-velocity structure is
present in the uppermost lower mantle beneath
Iceland, it can be revealed unequivocally only by
a network of ocean bottom seismic stations off
Iceland.’’ In the lower mantle, we expect anomalies
of about 2% for a basal temperature anomaly of
500 K. Montelli et al. [2004] found smaller anoma-
lies; they may correspond to an average anomaly
lower than the centerline anomaly, due to limited
resolution. The vs anomalies obtained here are,
especially for large plumes, somewhat higher than
those in the models of Goes et al. [2004]. Differ-
ences come from the different starting plume
temperature anomaly, and the conversion from
temperature to seismic velocities: The conversion
factors used here [Steinberger and Calderwood,
2006] are somewhat larger than those of Goes et al.
[2004].

5.2. Plume Conduit Radius

[71] For ambient mantle viscosity profile 1, com-
puted plume conduit radius in the upper mantle is
in approximate agreement with seismological
[Hung et al., 2004; Allen and Tromp, 2005] and
magnetotelluric [Constable and Heinson, 2004]
results, but seismological images yield no evidence
for such variations in radius as computed for
viscosity profile 2. Also, for viscosity model 1
the computed plume radius in the transition zone is
closer to the value of Niu et al. [2002]. Plume
conduit radii in the lower mantle are mostly within
the range observed by Montelli et al. [2004] and
computed by Goes et al. [2004].

[72] In contrast to our results, Goes et al. [2004]
find plumes to be substantially narrower above
660 km than below. This is in part due to their
stronger viscosity contrast (our model has a more
gradual viscosity increase with depth and a smaller
jump across 660 km) and in part, because their
power law exponent is the same above and below.
At present, it is still a matter of debate, which creep
mechanism (diffusion or dislocation) dominates

where, and hence which power law exponent is
appropriate.

5.3. Hot Spot Motion and Shape of Plume
Conduits

[73] The largest difference from previous results
occurs for the Kerguelen hot spot. Previous models
tended to predict Kerguelen hot spot motion in
southeasterly direction and thus allowed a better fit
to geometry and ages of the Ninetyeast ridge and to
paleolatitudes than the fixed hot spot model. A hot
spot located beneath the northwestern Kerguelen
plateau had been previously invoked to explain the
geometry of the Ninetyeast ridge assuming hot spot
fixity. Given that we compute an almost fixed hot
spot for this location, this explanation remains
valid. However, there is little observational support
for such a present-day hot spot location: Given
present-day volcanic activity, Heard Island (about
1000 km further southeast) seems a much more
likely location, but this location is not suitable for
fitting Ninetyeast Ridge with a fixed hot spot.
Taking our new models of hot spot motion into
account, the fit becomes even worse. The situation
is similar with respect to paleomagnetic results:
These tend to indicate latitudes further north than
Kerguelen Island, as summarized by Antretter et al.
[2002]. The misfit between computations and
observations is kept relatively small for an assumed
hot spot location beneath the northwestern Kergue-
len plateau but becomes very large for a hot spot
presently at Heard Island. It becomes even worse if
true polar wander [Besse and Courtillot, 2002] is
also considered. However note that the true polar
wander curve of Besse and Courtillot [2002] was
obtained under the assumption of fixed hot spots.
A consistent treatment that takes hot spot motion
into account, thus yielding a polar wander curve in
the same mantle reference frame in which hot spot
motion is computed, is currently under way (T. H.
Torsvik et al., Global plate motion frames: Toward
a unified model, submitted to Earth-Science
Reviews, 2006). It thus remains unclear whether
the Ninetyeast ridge is a proper ‘‘hot spot track’’
that formed right above the plume, or was formed
by plume material flowing beneath the lithosphere
and feeding into a leaky transform fault or fracture
zone. The ocean floor age grid of Müller et al.
[1997] in fact indicates that the Ninetyeast ridge
runs along a fracture zone. In previous work, the
largest variation of predicted hot spot motion was
caused by which tomography model was used to
infer mantle density anomalies, and hence large-
scale mantle flow. It is therefore possible that in the
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future improved flow models will again lead to a
better fit between model and observations also for
the Kerguelen hot spot.

[74] For other hot spots, results obtained here
remain similar to previous results, hence we will
not further discuss them, as resulting hot spot
motion and shape of plume conduit has been
extensively compared with observational con-
straints in previous work.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives for
Future Work

[75] We have used here the results of Albers and
Christensen [1996] to derive profiles of plume
temperature anomalies versus depth. Our results
are in agreement with a number of observations, in
particular, if a temperature anomaly of only 500 K
at the base of the plume in the lowermost mantle is
assumed.

[76] Depth-dependent plume and ambient mantle
viscosities are inferred and given these we com-
puted thermal plume radius following Schubert et
al. [2001]. For basal temperature anomaly 500 K,
we find typical plume radii 150–200 km in the
lower mantle, decreasing to about 100 km in the
upper mantle. Again these numbers are approxi-
mately in accord with observations. Plume conduit
radii, temperature anomalies and viscosity are used
to compute conduit buoyant rising speeds. These
were combined with large-scale mantle flow mod-
els to compute the shape of plume conduits and the
motion of hot spots. A substantial viscosity de-
crease beneath the lithosphere was found necessary
to prevent fast plate motions from tilting plume
conduits too strongly. For a factor 1000 decrease in
a 27 km thick layer, computed tilts in the upper
mantle were found to be approximately in accord
with observations. In this case, computed conduit
shapes and hot spot motions were found to be
mostly similar to previous results: Differences
were mostly within the range of the large varia-
tions of results due to the uncertainties of other
modeling parameters. Only for the Kerguelen hot
spot the new results are substantially different:
Whereas previously mostly a south- to southeast-
ward motion had been found [Antretter et al.,
2002; O’Neill et al., 2003, 2005] which helped to
explain paleolatitudes and geometry of the Nine-
tyeast ridge, the new results do not help in
reducing any misfit.

[77] Many of the assumptions that went into the
computation of buoyant rising speed are consider-
ably uncertain, and it may hence be necessary in
the future to revise results presented here: An
adiabatic temperature gradient was assumed in
the mantle away from the top and bottom thermal
boundary layers, however some numerical models
yield a subadiabatic gradient [Zhong, 2006; Bunge,
2005]. Anomalous mass flux estimates adopted
here are based on plume swells, but higher esti-
mates are obtained from both seismic tomography
[Nolet et al., 2006] and dynamic models for thermal
plumes [Goes et al., 2004]. Effective activation
enthalpy is uncertain because of uncertainties
about how different creep mechanisms contribute
to deformation at different depths, and it has even
been suggested to be negative [Korenaga, 2005a].
Comparison with tomographic images [Montelli et
al., 2004] will be important to assess assumptions
about plume source motion. On the positive side,
predicted conduit thermal halo radius and buoyant
rising speed are not very sensitive to the viscosity
contrast inside and outside the plume, and the
predicted hot spot motion is not very sensitive to
buoyant rising speed either.

[78] Preliminary results [Tan et al., 2006] show
that it is possible to compute the motion and tilting
of a plume in large-scale flow fully dynamically.
For example, the influence of a fast-moving plate
on plume conduit tilt can be studied with a fully
dynamic model, whereas we had to introduce here
a somewhat ad-hoc low-viscosity asthenosphere
layer in order to match predicted plume conduit
shape with observations. This approach is compu-
tationally expensive and therefore restricted to
selected individual model runs. The approach taken
here however has the advantage of being compu-
tationally very efficient: For each plume size we
only do one instantaneous flow computation at
high (l = 255) resolution to compute buoyant rising
speed of the plume conduit. The time-dependent
computation of large-scale flow and advection of
plumes is done with a low-resolution flow field.
Calibrating our simplified, computationally less
demanding approach with fully dynamic computa-
tions can help to extend results of the latter to a
much larger range of models.
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